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Hopes and Dreams 
Did you know when Ms Patterson was a child she wanted to be a missionary? Life took her on a different path but one 
that she loved, having met thousands of children and lived and travelled abroad.

“I wonder what your dreams for the future will be. There are so many options in life and I think that’s 
wonderful. My hope for all of you is that you’ll be happy, fulfilled and satisfied.”

Click here to watch this week’s assembly.

PREPPREP

World Book Day: Friday, March 26

Hopefully, everybody is ready to dress up for 
our celebration of World Book Day on Friday. 
We are all very excited about seeing the pupils 
and staff dressed as their favourite literary 
characters.

We are also asking for donations of good 
quality books that will be given to a local 
charity. Book plaques can be collected from 
form teachers.
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Comic Relief 2021
This year on Red Nose Day the theme was... Crazy Hair Day! The children came to school with wild and wacky hair 
dos to raise money for this year’s Comic Relief. View all photos here.
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Songfest 2021
The Assembly Hall was a joyous atmosphere on 
Wednesday as Year 5 gathered for Songfest 2021 
organised by Cornwall Music Education Hub.

Primary schools from all over the county took part and 
there was a big cheer from the children when Truro 
School Prep was read out.

Prep’s very own music teacher Mrs Renshaw hosted the 
event and the children revelled seeing her on screen. The 

songs begun and the young singers were immediately 
giving it their all. There was dancing, clapping, jumping 
and arm swaying as a mix of lively and classic songs 
featured on the set list.

Afterwards the pupils continued being creative, making 
up their own lyrics to one of the songs.

Relive the event here.

Year 5 were in their bubble and socially distanced.
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Pre-Prep Stars of the Week Work of the Week  Pre-Prep Golden 
Book Award 

Nursery William   Will Sp 

RLS Greta    

RMJ Christopher    

1KM Tom Violet-Rose   

1SC Maya Endelyn   

2PS Dylan Daniel   

2CW Alex Isaac   

ACHIEVEMENTS  

Raif 3SM for English: for a writing a fantastic Treasure Island story 'Pirates of the Cove' featuring 
Gingerbeard. I particularly loved the way that you wove your three story settings into the main 
text. There is some wonderful richly descriptive detail within this. Well done! 

Jensen 3SM for Art: for your outstanding art work this half term.  Well done! 

Jensen 3SM for English: for an amazing Treasure Island story full of brilliant detail, well-chosen 
adjectives and exciting moments. You worked hard on the technical side too, checking carefully 
for accurate spelling and punctuation. Well done! 

George 3SM for English: for creating a fantastic pirate character (Captain Underdog) and writing 
an amazing story based on your own Treasure Island. You also designed a super theatrical set to 
go with this. Your recorded dramatic performance as Captain Underdog was award winning! Well 
done! 

Harris 4ME for Art: for your incredible hat inspired by shells and recycled junk. 

George 4ME for Science: for amazing commitment and effort in our online lessons throughout 
lockdown. You produced fantastic written work each lesson, including some thoroughly 
researched, beautifully presented food chains. Well done! 

Harry R 4ME for English: for producing an excellent piece of writing, during Lockdown, based on 
the class text, Kaspar Prince of Cats. You wrote a very engaging account of Kaspar's arrival at 
the Savoy Hotel, describing the sights and sounds from the cat's point of view. This was very well 
written and was a pleasure to read. 

Isaac 4SC for Art: for your outstanding shell hat. 

Lowenna 4SC for Art: for your outstanding 'hat' inspired by shells.  For your creativity and skill in 
designing and making this elegant design. 

Poppy 5JE for English: for outstanding work on a story set in Victorian times, using contrasting 
characters. Written with lots of rich description and emotional connection. Well done, Poppy!  

 

 

Head’s Commendations 
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ACHIEVEMENTS  

Head’s Commendations 

 
Barney 5JE for English: for a superb story about Jimmy and Titch, the magpie, who get up to all 
sorts of adventures. Exciting, rich in detail, description and dialogue, and well-edited, this is an 
excellent piece of work. Well done, Barney!  

William S 5JE for Music: William has written and recorded a Rap entitled, 'This is me', based 
upon an example we have studied in our music lesson on Friday. William completed his Rap 
quickly, and was able to share it with his form later that day. It is well structured and very 
musically performed as William has stuck to the beat well, and delivers his content rhythmically 
so that the lyrics match the beat. 

Caitlin 5JE for English: for an excellent story which you have worked so hard on about two 
contrasting characters. Rich in detail and exciting - I'm so glad Bee defeated the evil mermaid! 

Lois 5JL for English: for a wonderful story based around contrasting characters, rich in detail 
and exciting! 

Lois 5JL for Humanities: for a beautifully presented storyboard containing well chosen facts 
detailing the history of Treliske House. Well done! 

Rosie 5JL for English: for an outstanding story using contrasting characters, which not only was 
rich in description but also exciting and inventive. Super work, Rosie! 

Rosie 5JL for Humanities: for producing an amazing model of the Hajj pilgrimage complete with 
detailed fact cards explaining each stage. 

Rosie 5JL for Humanities: for the commitment and effort you put into every single online 
humanities lesson. You have produced some amazing pieces of work since January and have 
clearly spent a lot of time on your detail and presentation. Well done! 

Rosie 5JL for Music: Rosie has produced a continuous high standard of music related work from 
each lesson. Rosie's work is always immaculately planned and presented with a range of 
creative ideas. 

Gabriel 5SL for English: for an amazing story using contrasting characters, based in Victorian 
Times. The odious character of Lord Whirlwind will live long in my mind but luckily he got his 
come-uppance! 

Gabriel 5SL for Music: Gabriel has written and recorded a Rap called 'This is me'. It is based 
upon an example by Michael Rosen and forms part of our music topic, Performance Poetry. I 
really like this piece of work as it is well structured, excellent rhythmic control, marking the beat 
accurately and performed brilliantly. Gabriel has added a backing beat to his work so that it really 
comes alive. 

Christian 6AG for Art: for very good work on endangered animals. 

Scarlett 6AG for Art: for very good work on endangered animals. 

Iris 6AG for Art: for very good work on endangered animals. 

Freddy 6AG for Art: for very good work on endangered animals. 
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Merit Awards 

 

Bronze Merit Awards 

3SM: Isabella 

Reading Star Awards 

 
Bronze Reading Awards 

5SL: Archie 

Maths  

 
Times Table Challenge Certificates  

5JE: William G, Max 
3 x 5    

4 x 6 
2 x 8 

7 x 2 

Head’s Commendations 

 
Lucy 6LJ for Art: for your outstanding piece of work showing a Pangolin in a Pop Art style. You 
have shown a lot of skill and an exquisite design. 

Olliver 6LJ for Art: for your inventive and skilfully made snow sculpture, influenced by Andy 
Goldsworthy. 

Jemima 6LJ for Art: for your beautiful, expressive painting with sheep. 

 

 

 
House Point Form 

Champions 

Ethan, Sophie, Sylvie, 
Atti & Finlay            

3LL 

Jack, Delilah, Amelia 
& Conrad              

3SM 

Raphy, Harris, 
George, Arthur, Sunny 

& Teddy                
4ME 

Millie, Violet, Lowenna 
& Nathaniel            

4SC 

Poppy, Barney, 
William S, Reggie, 

Caitlin, William G & Kit 
5JE 

Rosie, Sanna, Lois & 
Ben                         
5JL 

Gabriel, Evelyn & 
Lowen                      

5SL 

Christian, Freddy, 
Benjamin, Ameera & 

Emelia                   
6AG 

Jack M, Ayesha & 
Rupert                    
6DG 

Kes, Grace & Lucy 
6LJ 

 

Sumdog Cornwall & Scilly Maths Contest 

Top 10 Student awards:  

6AG:  Jessica, Sarang 

Daily Winners  

9 March: 4DG 

11 March: 3LL 
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Gymnastics 

 
Hetty and Isabella (both 3SM) were awarded with 
certificates and medals, with Hetty taking 1st 
place and Isabella taking 4th in a gymnastics 
competition at Penryn Gymnastics School. 

 ANELLA YOGA STUDIO, DEVORAN

FROM WEDNESDAY 
APRIL 21ST 2021 

10.00-12.30

8 WEEK  
MINDFULNESS-BASED 
STRESS REDUCTION  

COURSE 

07813 766616
Laura@evolvemindfulness.co.uk  |  www.evolvemindfulness.co.uk

(MBSR) programme is the most recognised and 
established mindfulness course, taught all over the 
world, and scientifically proven to help people cope 

better with stress, depression, anxiety and chronic pain. 

GET IN TOUCH TO BOOK YOUR PLACE

GET IN 
TOUCH TO 

BOOK YOUR 
PLACE

50% 
OFF

FOR ALL NHS 
WORKERS




